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Fresco Painting through The Bottega
Pedagogy Travel Grant

PROJECT PROPOSAL: Travel to Fresco Painting workshop in Collevechio, Italy
*www.thebottega.it/?page_id=2 

I am writing to apply for a Center for Teaching and Learning Pedagogy Travel Grant to help pay for my travel in order to
participate in a workshop on traditional fresco painting and its implementation. This workshop takes place from June
23-28, 2013 on site in the 16th c convent of Sant’Andrea in Collevechio, Italy, which is one hour north of Rome.
Through exposure to historical techniques, participants help to restore frescos of a small sacristy adjacent to the
Sant’Andrea convent.

William Pettit, one of the founders of The Bottega, will conduct the workshop and oversee the restoration of the sacristy
frescos. While researching for my course at Stonehill, I happened upon a video of him explaining the fresco process.
http://museumsecrets.tv/dossier.php?o=93&pmo=48 By coincidence, he also teaches fresco painting at the Umbra
Institute in Perugia where our Stonehill students often study when abroad. 

Professor Maria Curtin and I are collaborating to teach a future Learning Community which will combine her Science in
Art class and a course I developed, Methods and Materials: Painting Techniques Investigated, for 2014 (S or F TBD.) I
first taught my course in the Spring of 2012 in which I focused on the practical application of watercolor and gouache,
traditional egg tempera, gold leafing, and encaustic paint (pigment mixed with beeswax.) Teaching each of these
techniques was combined with historical texts, recipes, and pictorial references. At the same time, I offered examples
of contemporary artist approaches so that students could compare and contrast their own experiences. I had initially
hoped to include a unit on the fresco technique but found it difficult based on time constraints. (my attached syllabus
includes my original intent.)While teaching this course, I became aware of Maria Curtin’s class and our common
interests, including the use of the exact same textbook, Color: A Natural History of the Palette by Victoria Finlay, which
discusses the origination of historical pigments!

BENEFITS:

As a practicing painter with a long held interest in fresco wall paintings, I have a basic understanding of the process-
applying pigments mixed with water onto a layer of wet lime plaster in which a chemical reaction occurs during the

http://museumsecrets.tv/dossier.php?o=93&pmo=48


drying process so that the image and hardened wall become one and permanent. This workshop will provide several
components of added instruction that I will influence my teaching strategies with future students. 

-Student feedback from my first run of Methods and Materials suggested having projects that were larger in scale (most
were within 12”.) Working with other artists in restoring the wall murals of the sacristy will provide real experience on
how to incorporate bigger projects back in the classroom as well as a possible collaborative group project. I will discuss
with William Pettit the practicalities of teaching a short-term unit on fresco during a semester AND how to implement
teaching the unit spanning the length of the semester. 

-This workshop will provide direct information on how to teach a fresco unit within a semester which I will share with
students who may not have the opportunity to study abroad and will give students in the future LC a unique visual arts
experience.

-The materials and chemical process aligns perfectly with Maria Curtin’s Science in Art course material and will easily
be included in our joint syllabi.

-The workshop will begin/continue a positive teaching relationship with members of the Umbra Institute.

The experiences in this workshop will enhance my teaching methodologies concerning painting and provide the
historical reference and experience of the fresco technique to offer future Stonehill students.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PLANS:

I would be happy to share my experiences and how they are directly translated into my teaching practice with my
colleagues at a department meeting. Given the connection of the workshop and Stonehill’s study abroad program at
The Umbra Institute, I would also welcome the opportunity to share how my experience enhanced my teaching and
outlook on learning with the Office of International Programs. In addition, I would be willing to conduct a presentation
and demonstration to interested students during registration week or at another opportune time.

Budget (detail how you will use the funds requested)

This grant request is solely for airfare and travel to the workshop location upon arrival. The program costs are
generously being provided by faculty development funds. 

I appreciate the possible support of the CTL, which my participation in this workshop will not be possible without. 

$1362-1500- current round trip airfare based on departure from Boston to Rome, June 21-30 

*I realize the amount is over the normal grant amount and hope that the advisory board may take into account my part-
time status and my dedication to the college.
*I don't know if Stonehill has any travel deals.

$ 30 roundtrip train from Rome to Collevechio

Bibliography (required for SOTL Research Grant)

Syllabus (optional) -- can also be emailed as an attachment to Patricia Neagle (pneagle@stonehill.edu)

Methods and Materials- Painting Techniques Investigated, Spring 2012
(subject to change)
Professor Candice Smith Corby



Wednesday 2:30-5:50
Cushing Martin 
Office Hours- T/W 12:30-2:30, or by appointment 
Phone- 508-565-1897
Email- smithcorby@stonehill.edu

Course Description: This course offers the opportunity to investigate painting techniques beyond the traditional
painting class. Students will be introduced to a variety of methods and techniques such as egg tempera, fresco,
encaustic, gouache and watercolor, and mixed medias. Historical methods will be tested, re-examined and renewed
through contemporary applications. A variety of surfaces and scales will be investigated, which may also include site-
specific locations. This course will appeal to Visual Arts students and Art History majors who have an avid curiosity in
materials, and who are looking for practical experience. In addition to a contemporary context, students will be
introduced to methods through a global framework. Demonstration workshops and field trips will be incorporated
regularly throughout the semester. 

Course Objectives: For students to acquire a solid foundation in the use and techniques of various painting techniques
in relation to their historic origins and their contemporary practice.

Required Texts: 
Book Title Author ISBN number 
• The Artists Handbook Ralph Mayer 978-0670837014
of Materials and Techniques
• Formulas for Painters Robert Massey 0-82301877-6

Reading list
• The Craftsman’s Handbook Cennino Cennini 978-0486200545 
• On Technique Giorgio Vasari 978-0217904667 
• Color: A Natural History Victoria Finlay 978-0812971422
of the Palette
• The Art of Encaustic Painting: Joanne Matera 978-0823002832
Contemporary Expression in 
the Ancient Medium of Pigmented Wax
• Watercolor edited by Alison Smith 978-1854379139
(Tate exhibition catalog) 
• The Practice of Tempera Daniel V. Thompson, Jr. 978-0486203430
Painting
Texts will be on reserve at the library or will be handed out in class.

Course Requirements
Each unit will focus on a medium and different technique. Students are required to be prepared with materials before
arriving to class. 

In addition to studio work, students are required to keep a daily in-depth diary of notes, experiment results, and
responses. 

Based on experiments and techniques learned during class-time, students will complete a workbook of exercises and a
unit project outside of class.



Each unit will conclude with a written exam consisting of questions on techniques, field trip visits, and analysis of
artwork.

Students will choose two mediums to compare and contrast for their final project and present it to the class with a
physical manifestation.

Two mandatory field trips will be planned.

Grading
25% Class participation (attendance, preparedness, participation in class-critiques/discussions) and Experiment Diary
25% Homework projects and completed “workbook” of exercises. 
25% In-class work and 4 unit exams 
25% Final project presentation

Class Policies
• Attendance is mandatory!!! It is difficult if not impossible for a student to make up missed demonstrations, lectures,
critiques, and field trips. One excused absence will be allowed and all subsequent absences will result in a lower grade.
Arriving late or leaving early more than twice will equal an absence. Breaks will be determined by the instructor.
• Critiques are vital to learning in the studio environment. Each student is expected to contribute to dialogues whether
it is about their work or not. Students are expected to be present at all critiques whether or not their work is complete.
Remember, your internal thoughts are very important and helpful to your fellow peers.
• Please turn off cell phones during class
• Work hard, HAVE FUN!!

COURSE SCHEDULE

January 18- Introduction to course. 
Watercolor and Gouache
Slide introduction to watercolor examples and basic color theory.
Demonstration of watercolor techniques-flat washes, wet into wet, dry brush, graded washes.

Assignment: Begin Diary. In workbook, perfect examples of techniques demonstrated in class. Include wet into wet
color wheel.

Review and read material from Watercolor from the Tate exhibition. (on reserve in library)
Read watercolor handouts given in class.

January 25- 
Watercolor and Gouache 
Transparent vs. opaque color.
The power of white. The power of dark. Experiments of value transitions. 
Slide presentation of historical and contemporary “botanical illustrations.”
Begin vegetable still life.
Demonstration of mixing flesh tones.



Assignment: Continue Diary. In workbook, repeat techniques demonstrated in class. Complete flesh tone mixes using
instructions handed out in class. Using your flesh tone discoveries, paint 4 facial features at least twice (=8)- see
handout.

Read excerpts on color from Color: A Natural History of the Palette given in class. Find a watercolor/gouache portrait
example to share with class. 

February 1- 
Watercolor and Gouache 
Share portrait examples and discuss facial proportions. Mark-making, masking demonstrations. 
Completion of vegetable still life.

Assignment: Continue Diary. In workbook, repeat techniques demonstrated in class. Create self-portrait using flesh
tone mixes and culmination of techniques investigated in class.

Read excerpts on tempera from handouts given in class. Review Cennini Handbook.

February 8- 
WATERCOLOR PORTRAIT DUE- group critique. WATERCOLOR QUIZ.
Egg Tempera 
Slide presentation of historical and contemporary examples- Books of Hours and irreverent imagery. Discussion of egg
tempera ingredients and pigments.
Demonstration and experiment of making egg tempera recipe. Comparison to manufactured egg tempera paint.
Repetitive, accumulative mark-making to achieve areas of color and graded value. Create value scale and blocks of
color.

Assignment: Continue Diary. In workbook, repeat techniques demonstrated in class. Begin sketches and choice of text
for Illuminated Manuscript project. Bring in 3 choices of text drawn out on Bristol board and three found images that
relate.

Read handouts on upcoming visiting artist. Prepare 3 questions for visiting artist on her work/technique and on egg
tempera in general. 
Read artist interviews at Egg Tempera Society website: http://www.eggtempera.com/uncategorized/tempera-
questions-and-answers

February 15 
Egg Tempera 
Visiting artist- Altoon Sultan- demonstration of her techniques.

Continuation of Illuminated Manuscript project. Color matching experiments- color dissection, warm vs. cool. Choose
one of your text examples. Using vellum create composition by tracing and overlapping. Prepare to transfer to gesso
panel. 

Assignment: Continue Diary. In workbook, repeat techniques demonstrated in class. Transfer composition to gesso
panel. Begin filling in text and background areas.

Read tempera excerpts given in class.

http://www.eggtempera.com/uncategorized/tempera-questions-and-answers


February 22
Egg Tempera 
Field trip to Fogg Museum and Straus Center for Conservation & Technical Studies- bring workbook.

Assignment: Continue Diary. In workbook, sketch tempera examples with specific attention to mark-making and
translucent layers. Based on works viewed and their color schemes, continue and complete Illuminated Manuscript
project.

Read fresco handouts and prepare materials for support. Prepare tempera and pigments for next class.

February 29
ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT DUE- group critique. Egg Tempera quiz.
Fresco
Slide presentation of historical and contemporary examples-Italy! Roman wall paintings, 14 and 15th c examples-
Giotto. Demonstration and construction of support for plaster. Plaster ingredients- buon fresco and fresco secco.

Assignment: Continue Diary. In workbook, choose 3 historical examples and reduce composition to a cartoon. Follow
handout instructions.

Read excerpts on color from Color: A Natural History of the Palette given in class. 
Read tempera cartoon instruction in handouts given in class. 
Review http://italianfrescoes.com/frescoTechnique.asp 

March 7- 
Fresco (and casein paint-fresco secco)
Continue construction and layers of fresco support. Create tempera cartoon study of original on paper. Transfer cartoon
drawing to fresco secco panel. Begin fresco secco painting.

Assignment: Continue Diary. In workbook, crop in and blow up 3 sections of your chosen painting and do color study
investigations in casein. Prepare pigments and materials for next class.

Read excerpts from The Splendor of Roman Wall Painting by Umberto Pappalardo given in class.

March 21
Fresco
Buon Fresco. Painting of image on support panel.

Assignment: Continue Diary. In workbook, make 2 wet into wet watercolor portraits of yourself or another person from
life holding something important to you. These portraits should resemble the pose of the Fayum Mummy portraits. (see
handout)

Read excerpts from The Art of Encaustic Painting: Contemporary Expression in the Ancient Medium of Pigmented Wax.
Review the Fayum Mummy Portraits on reserve in the library. View
http://www.umich.edu/~kelseydb/Exhibits/Death_on_Display/index.html 

March 28
BUON FRESCO group critique. Fresco quiz.
Encaustic

http://italianfrescoes.com/frescoTechnique.asp
http://www.umich.edu/~kelseydb/Exhibits/Death_on_Display/index.html


Slide presentation of historical and contemporary examples. Introduction of materials. Experimentation and practice
with pigments, techniques, and tools. Tonal drawing demonstration.

Assignment: Continue Diary. In workbook, make 3 linear drawings of an important personal object. Create a life-size
charcoal portrait drawing with no lines. (see handout) Bring in personal object for next class.

Read excerpts from The Art of Encaustic Painting: Contemporary Expression in the Ancient Medium of Pigmented Wax. 
Read excerpt from The Complete Shorter Fiction of Virginia Woolf, “On Solid Objects.”

April 4
Encaustic
Embedded textures. 
Portrait studies of classmates and personal object . 

Assignment: Continue Diary. In workbook continue compositional studies. Prepare 3 questions for visiting artist/author.
Final Project written proposal-choose two units to compare and physical project idea. (see handout)

Read encaustic excerpts given in class. 

April 11
Encaustic
Visiting artist/author Joanne Matera. In-class workshop.

Assignment: Continue work on Final Project.

April 25
FAYUM MUMMY PORTRAIT DUE- group critique
Encaustic-QUIZ!
Contemporary approaches to encaustic- subject matter and techniques.

Assignment: Continue work on Final Project.

May 2- Final Project presentations
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